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AMERICA'S NATIONAL DISH: THE
STYLE OF RESTAURANT MENUS
ANN D. ZWICKY and ARNOLD M. ZWICKY
Ohio State University

AFEWYEARSAGOBBC television

reporter Robert Robinson, touring
the vastnesses of the United States, sampled a highly touted hamburger. "Drowned in rhetoric, the flavour dies," he mourned: "The
national dish of America is menus."
INFORMATION AND ORNAMENT

The American inclination to substitute affect for content, showmanship
for information, has been variously noted and lamented. Our purpose
here is not merely to add to this literature; rather, we propose to examine the American restaurant menu as a genre, to show the conventions
that govern its form, and to investigate the menu register as a solution to
conflicts between the diverse aims of menus. Our study is based on a
sample of about 200 menus (from restaurants in a variety of price
ranges, offering many different sorts of food, in diverse regions of the
United States and Canada)1 and on material specifically designed to
instruct restaurant owners in the writing and layout of menus (Dahl
1945, Hoke 1954, and especially Seaberg 1973), a rich source of advice
and of hundreds of illustrative menus beyond our own sample.
Our study indicates that the language of American restaurant menus
presents information about food, whether familiar or unfamiliar, in certain standard formats and in wording recognizable as restaurant advertising. Regional variation is negligible, and the major difference in
menus from restaurants varying in price is the amount of descriptive
material: some of the most expensive and some of'the cheapest can
dispense with the descriptions. In the following discussion, we examine
the relationship between the form of menu entries and the functions
they are to serve, and then we consider some specific instances of characteristic menu style.
FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION, BUT NOT VERY FAR
THE

PERSISTENCE

OF FORM.

Virtually all modern linguistic theories rec-

ognize a fundamental distinction between the forms of language and the
functions of those forms (in a variety of senses of function).
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the advertisement motive is strong. Two entries from a menu cited by
Seaberg (1973, p. 212) illustrate the point:
South African Lobster Tail... Broiled or perhaps for something different
"MaineStyle",breaded and then fried to the correct doneness
Sauteed Shrimp in GarlicButter... The zesty garlicbutter brings out the best
in this epicurean treat from the sea
In the first of these examples we see an attempt at friendly, conversational style, and in both, adjectives are used not to describe a dish but
rather to advertise it: "correctdoneness," "zestygarlic butter," "epicurean
treat." Brevity would dictate the ruthless elimination of these "tasty
adjectives"-but other motives encourage menu writers to pile them on.5
Beyond the often conflicting motives of informativeness and advertising, menus may have other points. Connoisseurship, the sharing of special knowledge about an art or craft, is certainly a point of some menus,
as is evidenced by the frequent use of French in menus (examined below). Play with language is also occasionally of importance, as when items
are named alliteratively (the "devil 'n dan" cocktail) or in rhyme (the
"Charlie Boone in the Afternoon treat"). But the menu register is
primarily directed at conveying information about dishes, advertising
the dishes, and doing so in a relatively small space. The special conventions of the register serve those purposes well, though the conventions
apply even when they are unnecessary.
MARKEDNESSOF REGISTERS.A striking fact about many registers, including those illustrated above, is that their forms are MARKEDwith respect to ordinary conversational language. The markedness of registers
shows up in the fact that, whereas ordinary conversational style may be
used in place of the special formats, the special formats are not equally
transferable to everyday discourse. Headlines are sometimes complete
sentences, as are some classified ads, instructions, and catalog descriptions. Menu entries occasionally are too:
ENGLISH DOVER SOLE, Broiled or Saute Meuniere or Amandines... IncomparableDover Sole has been called the wonder of the fish world. The sole
served at Downing Square is snatched from British waters and cooked a la
meuniere-or broiled or Amandines,seasoned, and served with a delicatebutter
sauce-to reveal the natural flavor at its best. [Seaberg 1973, p. 49]
CREPESOF THE DAY. Each day our Chef createsa filling to complimentour
tender french crepes, enhanced with an outstanding GranvilleInn sauce served
with tossed salad. [CuisineColumbus,p. 39]
On the other hand, the importation of one of the marked formats into
ordinary discourse is decidedly strange. Speaking in headlines is odd; so
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is telling someone'to cook a chicken with the words, "Take a chicken;
saute in butter for two minutes, then heat gently in a warm oven."
Similarly, when waiters are obliged to supply the contents of menu descriptions, they talk not like menus but like people. A waiter does not say,
JUMBO FRIED SHRIMP-batter dipped Louisiana shrimp, fried golden
brown, accompanied by our special sauce. [CuisineColumbus,p. 68]
Rather, he says something like, "And we have jumbo fried shrimp, which
are Louisiana shrimp dipped in batter, fried golden brown, and served
with our special sauce." The rule is, here as elsewhere, that features of an
unmarked register may be imported into a marked one, but not vice
versa.

SOME DETAILS OF THE MENU FORMAT

Now we turn to some of the characteristic formal features of restaurant menus.
LIST FORMAT. It is the nature of a menu to be a catalog, a sort of list,
usually subdivided according to the traditional parts of the meal. These
parts are often labeled in French (hors d'oeuvres,entrees, and so on), but
sometimes in English (appetizers, main dishes) and sometimes in other
languages (often with translations into English or French) or in more
whimsical, thematic terms ("In the Beginning" for appetizers at Adam's
Rib in Washington, or "Captain's Favorites" for the house specialties at
Port O'Georgetown).
The minimal menu just lists the food categories and the names of
dishes offered in each category, with their prices. Most menus, however,
add some description, often designed partly to inform patrons and
partly to tempt them. The informative function is served by descriptions
of foreign dishes or of oddly named preparations like "Trout Meuniere"
or "Chicken a la Glockenspiel" (The Organ Grinder, Toronto). However, even as simple a dish as broiled calfs liver with onions may become
"Broiled Slices of Fresh Baby Calfs Liver, Sauteed Onions," while fried
onions turn into "Golden Fried Bermuda Onion Rings."
PAST PARTICIPLEMODIFIERS. Because

completed

preparations

are

being described in menus, past participles like served, broiled, and marinated are extremely common. Among participles naming modes of
cooking, broiled and poached seem to occur most often. Some menu
participles-married, kissed, and hand-crafted, for example-are not part
of the vocabulary traditionally associated with cooking, but most are
cooking words, often modified-gently simmered,speciallyflavored, kettle-
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simmered, delicately broiled. Some of these participles, like topped and
dipped, are characteristic of advertisements, rather than of ordinary
conversation.
TASTY ADJECTIVES.

Adjectives that do not refer specifically to methods

of preparation are common but often uninformative. In an adjective
count we made from about 100 menus, by far the most common items
were hot and fresh, with fresh considerably in the lead. Seaberg (p. 44)
commends the use of "oven-fresh rolls with creamery butter" as an appetizing presentation of "rolls and butter," a commonplace adjunct to a
meal, although the descriptive words convey no information: "ovenfresh" means no more than 'not stale'; and, in this country, products
without creamery connections may not legally be advertised as butter at
all. Lack of space seems not to restrict the use of uninformative descriptions. One of the smallest menus in our collection (a 43/4-by-7-inch folder) gives almost no actual description of dishes but does burst into
exclamations at several points, for example, "Lychee nuts... What a
nut!"
Sweet, sour, bitter, salty, and bland, the most basic words to describe
tastes, are generally absent, except for uses of sweet applied to foods
which are not traditionally sweet, like lobster, and in the combination
sweet-and-sour.Tender, savory, and tasty, on the other hand, are all relatively common.6
PLAIN ENGLISH AND FANCY FRENCH. Although the most important and
obvious function of a menu is to inform, American menu writers occasionally put the whole menu in untranslated French. All-French menus
are used by two restaurants in Columbus, Ohio, where the probable
French-speaking clientele is not large. The primary function of such
menus is apparently to impress, while the waiters take over the information function by translating and describing the menu entries. Their description is in ordinary conversational English, rather than in the menu
register.
In our experience, menus with entries written in languages other than
French always include translations, even where many of the restaurant's
customers might be expected to be familiar with the other language. An
Italian restaurant translated one item into French: "LumacheEscargots." The use of French seems to claim culinary excellence in a
way the use of other languages does not.
Because of the traditional association of French and fine food, a restaurant need not be French to use French, and the food need not be
French to be named or described in French or pseudo-French. One
restaurant menu offers "Cuisine de Holland." Elsewhere one might
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have, for example, "Stuffed Tomato aux Herbes, Shoreham Style,"
"ravioli parmagiana, en casserole," or even "cafe American." Sometimes
just a French article is enough, as in "Le Crabmeat Cocktail" and "Le
Peach Melba Sundae." It need not even be the right French article, as in
"Le Coupe aux Marrons Sundae."
For American writers of menu French, le is the unmarked article. It
appears in category headings such as "Le Salade," in names of dishes
such as "Le Crab Meat d'Alaska au Sherry," and in restaurant names
such as "Le Gourmet Room." The preference for le is not entirely unwarranted, since words borrowed into French from other languages
generally take the masculine gender; so "le crabmeat cocktail" is wellformed in that cocktail has been borrowed into French as a masculine
noun. Dujour is a fixed phrase which is rarely translated, and au may
occur even in names of dishes which are otherwise all in English, as in
"Turtle soup au Sherry," "Split Filet of Tenderloin au Burgundy." Au
gratin has become Americanized to the extent that it may be preposed, as
in "Au Gratin Potatoes en Casserole," and a la mode meaning 'with ice
cream' is purely American.
One word whose unmarked menu form is feminine is petite; several
restaurant menus in our sampling offer a "Petite Filet Mignon." Perhaps
the feminine is preferred because the word is customarily applied to
sizes for petite
women or to things associated with women-petite
blondes (another word which has crossed into English in its feminine
form)-and indeed the "petite" steak is popularly expected to appeal to
a "petite" feminine appetite.
French words may intrude even where the menu is basically neither
French nor American. One more or less Italian restaurant, for example,
offers as an after-dinner drink "Cappucino Con Liqueur." Forms that
are not French or Italian or American may also appear, as in a salad
"Florentino," made of raw spinach.
Even where no actual French words are used, a Gallicized word order
may prevail, as in "Broiled Steak Minute." A widespread convention for
naming new preparations appends a proper name after the name of the
principal ingredient, following the pattern of TournedosRossini or Steak
Diane. For example, one might choose "Clams Larry" or "Baked Stuffed
Lobster Larry," although the same restaurant offers, in more ordinary
English, "Chef Larry's Minted Caramel Fudge Sauce."7
Gourmet magazine consistently follows the French naming pattern in
labeling recipes sent in by its readers or requested by them, for example,
"Vegetable Melange Posvolsky" (sent in by Miriam Podiameni Posvolsky,
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from Rio de Janeiro) and "Chicken Breasts with Port Sauce The
Greenhouse" (from The Greenhouse restaurant).
Books of advice to restaurateurs and menu designers suggest the use
but not exclusively, French-to "conof foreign languages-especially,
menu"
tinentalize your
(Seaberg, p. 144). Some attempt at translation is
then required. In a hastily continentalized restaurant, the foreign languages may be just trimmings, as in one where "Huitres ou moules"
becomes "Austern oder muscheln" and finally "Oysters or cherrystone
clams"; the monolingual American is not disappointed when the mussels
turn into clams. Another restaurant offers, under the heading
"Lugumbres a la carta," exactly two dishes: "Jumbo Asparagus Spears,
Hollandaise" and "Large Idaho Baked Potato." A third suggests "Flaming Coffee Diablo, Prepared en Vue of Guest." The result of serious
continentalization is a macaronic menu.
Translation leads to a number of complexities. Sometimes a genuinely
foreign restaurant may give "English" translations or descriptions that
are less than illuminating, as does the Chinese restaurant offering lobster served "with countless freshes." Sometimes non-English words are
taken over into what are otherwise translations into English, as in "Petites Native Frog Legs Provencale served with Concasseed Tomatoes,
touch of Garlic and Spicy Butter." Occasionally something that looks like
a misleading translation is a genuinely helpful piece of information, as
on the menu which lists "Greek coffee (Turkish)." One Chinese menu
"translates" "Chicken with mushrooms" as "(moo goo gai pan)"-which
looks almost like translating English into Chinese, although the latter
term is a lexical item that has become sufficiently Americanized to appear in The AmericanHeritage Dictionary.

CONCLUSION

We have argued that menus have a conventionalized format, one
marked with respect to ordinary conversational language. Menus supply
their information in a list of noun phrases, heavy with modifying past
participles like topped, dipped, and garlic-accented, often macaronic, and
larded with appealing adjectives like rich, crisp, special, choice, generous,
natural, zesty, and of course fresh. 8 Thus are the practical aims of informativeness and brevity served along with the ornamental aims of advertisement, connoisseurship, and play. As Julia Child would say: Bon appetit!
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NOTES

1. We are indebted to Ellen Kaisse, Mary Ritchie Key, Adrienne and Keith
Lehrer, Mary and Peter Salus, and Jacqueline and Paul Schachter for collecting
menus for us. Our sample is composed of their contributions, some we collected
ourselves, and the menus in two compendia, Capital Feasts (Washington, D.C.:
Rock Creek Publishing Co., 1971) and Cuisine Columbus(Columbus, Ohio: Judy
Gile, 1977).
2. Fodor (1978, pp. 468-72) discusses the degree to which constraints on
transformations can be said to be determined by performance mechanisms.
3. All our examples and quotations from menus are cited with the capitalization, spelling, and punctuation of the originals.
4. Sadock (1974) discusses some format peculiarities of instructions in
medicine-bottle directions, signs, recipes, and the like.
5. The classified ads cited above illustrate a similar point. Despite their compressed format, both include uninformative advertising words: "warm" in the
first, "reas[onable]" in the second.
6. Donald Churma tells us that one fast-food chain obliges its employees to
announce orders with fixed expressions using tasty adjectives: not "an order of
fries," but "one order of golden-brown french fries"; not "one milk," but "one
ice-cold white milk."
7. "Clams Larry" are not further described, in contrast with the minted
caramel fudge sauce, and the only function of the proper name seems to be to
suggest that these clams are special in an unspecified way.
8. It will be obvious from the examples we have given that a characteristic
visual feature of the menu register is its use of capitalization. Unfortunately, we
have not been able to interpret the diverse systems of capitalization that appear
in our sample menus: some use no upper case, some use it for emphasis, some
use it as in titles, some appear to sprinkle it randomly through the menu descriptions. Other visual features-in particular, line division, spacing, punctuation,
spelling, and choice of type face-also
present intriguing problems to the
analyst.
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